The interlaboratory performance of microbiological methods for food analysis.
Repeatability and reproducibility data for microbiological methods in food analysis were collated and assessed with a view to identifying useful or important trends. Generalized additive modeling for location, shape, and scale was used to model the distribution of variances. It was found that mean reproducibility for log10(CFU) data is largely independent of concentration, while repeatability SD of log10(CFU) data shows a strongly significant decrease in repeatability SD with increasing enumeration. The model for reproducibility SD gave a mean of 0.44, with an upper 95th percentile of approximately 0.76. Repeatability variance could be described reasonably well by a simple dichotomous model; at enumerations below 10(5)/g, the model for repeatability SD gave a mean of approximately 0.35 and upper 95th percentile of 0.63. Above 10(5)/g, the model gave a mean of 0.2 and upper 95th percentile of 0.36. A Horwitz-like function showed no appreciable advantage in describing the data set and gave apparently worse fit. The relationship between repeatability and reproducibility of log10(CFU) is not constant across the concentration range studied. Both repeatability and reproducibility were found to depend on matrix class and organism.